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" - . Ijbrty-Niners had quite a time
• ping Pacific on the gold stand the other day. Had Chico
, ' Jmphed, our gridiron heroes
/ ' lid have lost the little gold
v*
n'v ^ jballs which go with a confere championship.
' ,<vT ^ » was close, so close that many
J visions of a repetition of the
i|y
1 at Chico some years back
' .
In a highly favored Pacific
•„
Ln fell beneath Wildcat fangs,
.3. Goldly speaking, Chico came
f
.. ,e to devaluating our confer
ee championship, but not close
" ' . ugh to cause deflation.
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h* hr aybe now that the Par West** * t*T Conference championship is

*Vily in the Tiger's clasp, our
i^'gervatory steps will relax and
v
-• )y the wind and the rain in
ifort. It's queer that basketball
",jn't arouse the primitive de^Atlve tendencies as effectively
he P
perhaps more brutal sport,
trxn>f^C$ie

Mardi Gras Date
Set February 18

A BENCH IN THE PARK

i

Griffiths Advances Event To Precede
Lent; Committee Chairmen Chosen

Stockton Composers To
Join State Organization

Pacific's 1939 Mardi Gras will be held two weeks
earlier than any of the three previous carnivals, ac
cording to announcement made this week by Trevor
Griffiths, recently-appointed chairman of the event.
Saturday evening, February 18, has been set as the
date for the fourth annual ex-'
travaganza to be held at the
Stockton Civic Memorial Audi
torium.
Primary reason for advancing
the date of the affair is to en
able Pacific revelers to "stage the
celebration before Lent in true
Mardi Gras spirit, according to
Griffiths.
"The original Mardi Gras was
held to commemorate Shrove
Tuesday before Lent week," stated
the chairman, "and we feel that
the change of date will make our
celebration more official."
Other reasons advanced for the
earlier date were conflicting so
rority and fraternity events and
the possibility of mid-term ex
aminations during the first two
weeks of March. Setting the date
in mid-February means that the
event will come near the begin
ning of the spring semester when
scholastic and social burdens will
be lighter.
Hours for the celebration will
be from 9 p. m. to 1 a. m. At
tempts to secure a well-known
name" band have already been
started by Griffiths. Among the
bands under consideration are Ben
Pollack, who played for the 1937
Mardi Gras at Pacific, Jimmy
Lunceford, Gus Arnheim and Vido
Musso. Griffiths states that any
suggestions for the band will be
welcomed, as no definite decision
will be made until after Christ
mas.
COMMITTEE HEADS

"Naranjado Is
Jnder Way"
Editors Bastian And
Finney Announce

Musical Club
Starts Local
Chapter

See Little Theatre
Production of
"Liliom" Tonight

No. 11

Debaters Place In
Tacoma Tourney
Hancock Wins Extempore 'As Usual;'
Nichols, Hancock Debate Champs

A new chapter of the California
Displaying outstanding strength in practically all
Composers' and Writers' Society
was organized in the Pacific Con divisions of competition, the College of the Pacific
servatory last evening. Several forensic squad compiled an exceptionally good record at
campus composers, faculty mem the annual Western Association Teachers of Speech
Tournament held this year in Tacoma, Washington.
bers and townspeople attended
• Topping the achievements of the
the meeting.
is
||
a
•
local delegation were, of course,
The new unit will be known
the two trophies won by the sen
ior women's varsity, Doris Han
as the San Joaquin County Chap
cock and Marie Nichols. Defeat
ter just as soon as the local
ing Pasadena College In the final
charter has been Issued by the
round of debate, the Pacific vars
board of directors of the Cali
ity team brought home the trophy.
Three Pacificites In
Miss Hancock repeated her
fornia Composers' and Writers'
Major Solo Parts
Bakersfield victory in extempor
Society, which will meet in Oak
aneous speaking, this time re
land next week.
With Professor Russell Bodley
ceiving a unanimous first ranking
BODLEY ADVISOR
directing a 250-voice chorus and from all judges in all rounds of
full 30-piece orchestra, this competition. This left her with
Mrs. Florence Colby Battram,
State President and Mrs. Lola I year's performance of Handel's a total score of five to her near
Gwin Smale, state librarian and "Messiah" promises to be a big est competitor's fourteen.
chairman of the composer's con- event,
MEN ALSO SHINE
test being sponsored by the CallMr. Bodley has chosen four outErwin Farley led the Pacific
fornia Federation of Music Clubs, standing vocalists to take the solo
men's delegation by placing sec
were present at the meeting. Gal- roles in the great Christmas oraond in extemporaneous speaking,
en M. Harvey, Pacific student and torio. They are Marcella Thorpe,
losing only to Roylston of U.S.C.
founder of the organization, in soprano, class of '37; Elma Lucas
For this exploit, In which he de
Oakland, in 1932, will act as contralto; Louis Farone, tenor,
feated Dutcher and Goldberg of
temporary chairman until officers class of '37; and Douglas Taylor,
U. S. C. as well as other renowned
are elected. Professor J. Russell bass, a junior at the College of
speakers, Farley received a sec
Bodley will be the campus ad- Pacific. So with an all-college ond place medal.
visor.
chorus and orchestra and a fine
Farley also succeeded in tying
The organization is open to representation for Pacific among
with Bill Biddick for second place
student composers and townspeo- '•be soloists, this performance in after dinner speaking. Bid
pie who have or have not had should prove interesting to everydick won the final round by a
compositions recognized, either by body,
decisive margin, but early round
publication or performance. An
"^be ' Messiah," written in 1741 rankings drew him below Burness
annual concert is one of the ^ G- F- Handel, is a beautiful of Redlands University in a very
events planned by the new chap- musical settinS of th® Biblical unpopular decision.
ter, in which many »f the San story of the birth °f Christ. It
Martin Pulich tied with Ander
Joaquin County composers will be is ""iversally performed and is son of Redlands University and
represented by numbers on the Fegarded by musicians and music Brown of Pasadena College for
,.
... , ... . lovers alike as an exceptionally
program. Meetings will be held at
, . ,,
,
. f ,, .
" %,
.
admirable work. The fact that it second in impromptu speaking.
the Pacific Conservatory.
.
., ,,
, ,
...
This event was also won by
1 is
still highly regarded after 191
Roylston
of U.S.C.
LOCAL LEADER
I years of performance is proof

Dodley Assigns

LILIOM (RICHARD MIRSKI) meets JULIE (REBA SINCLAIR) in the park in the first scene of "Li
liom," current Little Theatre opus which opened last
night, continues tonight and tomorrow.

Messiah Roles

A bigger and better Naranjado
for 1939 is the plan of two earnest
editors, Bob Bastian and Frances
Finney. Work on the year's Annual
is progressing rapidly, and already
• M l M it?
tating parties seem to be quite
the type has been set for part of
* "r«t Jvogue these days, what with
the book.
Little Theatre Scores With Molnar's Powerful Drama;
Frosh Club, Men's Hall, and
I Vu
In addition to the pictures of
ftir<
I Marianne Alzina Hoppelfuzz
Mirski, Sinclair Give Brilliant Performances
the seniors, the social organiza
b for Girls putting on the piltions, and other usual features,
Tackling one of the most unusual plays ever writ
Wofc (JJM functions in quick succession.
the 1939 Naranjado will contain
r re a11 ;iust sood skates
ten,
De
Marcus Brown's Little Theatre group this week
pages devoted mainly to women's
'
to % fall.
groups—the A. W. S. and the W. presents with distinction Franz Molnar's "Liljom." The
A. A. for example. It will also in play, which opened last night and shows tonight and
- :t Looking
clude original features not found tomorrow, ranks as one of the most difficult of the 116
*" *«*<» « round~ at Pacificites and Stockin other yearbooks. All important major productions in 15 years of1
Junior Collegites (Boy, is that
plays, music concerts, lectures, and Pacific Little Theatre, and a cap elle owner who also loves the
"f !| lf ftt, louthful!) in the library is
other
outstanding events of the able cist, headed by Richard Mir- loud little barker, is effective in
,
etimes
fun.
A
few
concentrate
'*
campus
will have their places in ski in the title role, sinks its col her harsher moments, but misses
worried
frowns
on
the
book
";j oa tbt' •
lective-teeth into the vehicle, mak fire in spots calling for finer
this year's Annual.
•c ' Uaih#'
they ;.a re them; they're either greasy
The photography is in charge of ing it one of the finest offerings shading.
'•* Ti;e»jj ds or crammers, so we can
Roy Flood, considered a specialist in rec^it years.
i t . .. s them.
Others who shine in the well"Liliom," the tempestuous drama
in his line of work.
,;ore interesting are those who
balanced supporting cast are:
It is hoped that the 1938 Naran of a 'little tough guy" in Buda Howard Thurston, whose "Ficsur"
id their time looking around
jado will be ready for distribu pest's lower social strata, of his
Hli-kf,', jjJheir neighbor's new dress or
is a neat and nasty underworld
tion by May 20. There will be an love, Ms follies, his suicide and study; Lucien Scott, as the heav
' <•. •
tie some dude is
s VI flashy
advance sale for the book, which attempied redemp tion, is a enly magistrate in the suicide di
'
«4nea
cjrting- Here and there are tw0
will cost $1.50 for PSA members strange mixture of realism and vision; Lois Wheeler, who does a
! ' "f the p litiated
*
individualists whisperof both semesters, and a limited phantasy. Emphasizing the strug fine last scene as the daughter
.
^
^away to "beat the band. They
Col. B. C. Allin, Director of the enough that the oratorio is a DEBATE LOWER
number will be printed. When the gle foi existence of the lower whom Liliom comes back to earth Port of Stockton, is an active | worth while one.
, , . 7 "lte us think we're back in high
Erwin Farley and John Fa"""•d tonightt ,
first lot is sold, others can be class, it simultaneously presents a to see; Bob Lanning, as a heaven leader in the new chapter, he him
nucchi led the College of the Pa
'»rt t< rain thtif iw
In addition to setting the date ordered, but the price will be ppignartly different love story.
ly cop.
** rtainly only a minority of the for the carnival, Head Man Grif
cific men as far as debate was
self being a composer of note.
A TW
Dick JJ'rski as Liliom at last
concerned, winning seven out of
ons of our new library show fiths chose most of his commit raised.
Students who would like to
Seven
scenes,
utilizing
five
of
o
fulfills the promise that he has
' football n t signs 0f the study urge.
ten to tie with several other teams
join the new group or obtain in
the
usual
striking
DeMarcus
tee
chairmen.
Heading
the
impor
shown
il
past
Little
Theatre
pro
mu" t of us
for third place in the tournament.
should be termed tant Art and Decoration commit
formation concerning the organi
Brown
settings,
carry
the
action
ductions. Mirskl gives a force
!
Among their victims were Pasa
trr.t s be dents" only with mental reszation, may contact Stub Harvey,
tee will be Bob Bastlan, ex
ful, findy-paced characterization through sixteen years. The first
,n •WW.tions and a big question mark.
dena Colleges and Whitman Col
Professor
Bodley
or
Dean
Elliott.
perienced WEEKLY staff artist,
of the 1 gruff
little carouselle five scenes pack the realism of
lege.
Liliom's
life
and
death,
the
sixth
and
Artelle
Baxter.
The
commit
Very
. . . . .
barker-bcuncer who is caught in
Bill Biddick and Carl Fuller also
ble and wonderful Dr. Eiselen tee in charge of radio, public ad
the web of his own conceit, who marks his ascension to the heav
qualified for the three rounds be
enly
jribups.],
and
Jjao
sayentlx
hig
dress system and lighting will .be
ur favorite humorist,
means wdl but. ajwayn .leads with
The Association of American yond the preliminaries. Their rec
Get Tour
one-day return to earth, sixteen
es, iUgfOTie it, you might as supervised by John Crabbe.
his chin.
Medical Colleges'
Aptitude test ord showed an even break, Gold
years
later,
seeking
redemption
know that the fateful hour is
Costumes will be under the vig
Sharing •honors with Mirski Is
will be given on December 2, 1938. berg and Dutcher of U.S.C. re
for
his
sins.
Lighting
effects
are
today. Just wait for next ilance of Jane Jordan and co
Dr. G. A. Werner, faculty ad a newcoker to the upstairs
This test should be taken by all versing the tables from the Bak
's edition and you'll learn horts, will be rented on a non viser of Pacific's International boards, R(ba Sinclair, as Julie, superb.
students who expect to apply for ersfield encounter which Biddick
profit
basis
to
members
of
the
stiff the ex. was.)
Two outstanding pictures, "The entrance to a medical school by and Fuller won.
"Liliom" stands as truly remark
Affairs Club, will lead the club's the ever-fa(thful little wife of the
ell, all joking aside (as is PSA desiring them.
discussion of the Lima Conference "bad egg." Off to a slow start, able theatre and brings to the Migratory Camp at Marysville" I the faU of 1939 The test has been
Less fortunate were Martin Pu
Publicity will be handled by a and its possible courses of action Miss Sincldr warms to her role fore in Richard Mirskl and Reba and the "Plow That Broke the a<j0pfe(j by the association as one lich and Gregg Phifer, who lost
tnary with our prof), Dr.
len was suffering from the committee under the joint chair at the club's next meeting next as the pla; progresses and her Sinclair one of the happiest Plains," were shown last Tues^lie normal requirements for four out of seven debates, to com
day morning blues when he manship of Bill Becker and Gregg Tuesday at 3:30 in the S. C. A. acting in Uliom's death scene choices of a leading couple in day evening in Room 111 of admission. It measures one's abi]- pile the poorest record of the
rates as on; of the finest emo some time. To pass up "Liliom" Weber Hall, under the joint jty
to explain to his young Phifer. Leaders for other commit rooms.
iearn material similar to squad. Oregon State, Willamette,
efuls when the ex would tees, such as the program, music,
mi ru*.H'"•
In view of Roosevelt's recent tional performances in several sea is to miss one of the most en sponsorship of the Sociology class that which he win have in med- Pasadena, and Redlands defeated
gaging plays ever offered at Pa of Dr. Harold Jacoby and the jcai school.
;e. "Monday, Wednesday, Tues- refreshments, awards and the policy of extending and preparing sons.
them during the course of their
Audrey Kra.now, as the carous- cific.
i Thursday . . ." he said. Try- group handling the all-important to defend the Monroe Doctrine,
Public Affairs Forum.
if ajso measures his general in- seven rounds.
|to mend matters, he went on, election of the queen, will be se this subject should prove highly
The formal statement of the de
The showing was given to help formation and scientific back
ill, it'll be the next time you lected in the near future,
pay for some new books to be ground and his ability to draw ac- bate question this year is this:
interesting. Dr. Werner wishes it
put in the College Library for curate conclusions from a given Resolved, that the United States
fish."
emphasized that he will lead the
QUEEN ELECTION
>me wise guy blurted out,
the social science department.
set of data. Students should make should cease to use public funds
club
in
open
discussion
of
the
Election of the queen will be
,t'll be a long time, prof."
The first film was produced by applications immediately to J. H, for the purpose of stimulating
conference.
held the week prior to the Mardi
ill, Dr. Eiselen contributed
the United States Government to Jonte. The test will be given at business.
At the last meeting Rabbi J.
Gras. Her royal highness will be
publicize the work being done in 4:15 on December 2nd in Room 111 EIGHT STATES
.. .J favorite simile to date: "As
Aaron
Levy
of
Temple
Israel
chosen from a group of five can
behalf of the dust bowl refugees of Weber Hall. There will be a fee
j
''J31' '•'"pal as the Scotchman who sent
spoke
to
the
International
Affairs
Eight Western states, California,
didates, one from each women's
A trip to D^,th Valley during
Miss La Vose Wallin, director of in various migratory camps. The of one dollar for the test.
k his radio set because the
Club
on
the
possibilities
for
fu
Oregon, Washington, A r i z o n a ,
living quarters on the campus.
the Thanksgivirt holidays was un the young people of the First one at Marysville, California, was
o tubes were too dim to read
ture action in regard to the pres
Idaho, Montana, Utah, and Colo
o
dertaken by several members of Presbyteriana Church, was the used as an illustration of the
ent wave of anti-semitism.
rado, were .represented In one or
the Science Depu-tment.
guest speaker at a recent meeting
work.
Rabbi Levy's subject was the
ore^0!i The Way , . .
more divisions of competition.
The professors of the trip were of the Frosh Club.
Harlan Pease and Dr. Jacoby
recently intensified Jewish perse Dr. Bawden, Prtfessor Jonte and
There were forty debate teams
Q'.c;:) Seattle two weeks ago we
The subject of her discussion
cution in Nazi Germany, and spe Professor Eby. 'he objectives of was "How To Live a Christian presided at the showing. A large
Ollt
id that some very famous
entered in the tournament, and a
cifically the American relationship the trip was to jmap out a new Life in College." The four points crowd of students and faculty at
correspondingly high number of
tishmen had come back to life,
tended.
to that crisis.
ting down Olympia's main
extemporaneous speakers and ora
route by way ofLake Tahoe for of a "Functional Christian Life,"
o
The International Affairs Club the spring trip, t< check on camp she declared, "Faith,, Fellowship,
Discussion of an honor system tors.
et, we saw Byron's Coffee
still has an open membership and
was held at the Student Affairs
Hancock's victory was accom
-.Rcs'^ p only a few doors from ShelCampus Studio is on the air visitors are welcome. It is expect sites, and to tire some color Freedom, and Fighting." These
Committee
meeting
on
Wednes
plished
over a field of twenty-five
four
"Fs"
she
Jllustrrated
and
ap
>' Bakery.
movies
of
the
Uath
Valley
re
again with a larger and more ed that Boon some special func
day, November 30, in the S. C. A. women extemporaneous speakers,
plied to our Christiana life in col
ir.psS'^'urness of Redlands University complete schedule.
gion.
tions will be held by the club
while Farley's second place rank
Rooms,
WeSf"
bd one of the best ones heard
The
purpose of
the
trip lege.
Today Radio Stage will go on
Chairman Bill Biddick stated, ed him above all but one of the
She v...3 introduced by Vernez
_ ,j-j(,he after dinner speaking con- with the first one in a series of which will be open only to club was twofold: to upplement the
'Because the majority of students forty contestants.
Biddick and
\> "k'6"^
{ He told the assembled de- 13 short stories by Guy deMau- members and their guests. Specific color films of tfe department; Cook, the vice president and
include a Chinese
are opposed to cheating, the com- Farley both won their after din
*>•3, "Someone saw Greta Gar passant. The play today is en suggestions
and, to plan out the route of chairman for the evening. Buford
Dr. James Muilenberg, platform I mittee plans to attack the minor- ner speaking honors from a field
littirig down in a park the titled "The Man with the Blue luncheon and movie, paralleling the Spring trip. A a, result of Bush led the group in some pep
the Japanese program held last
speaker
for the 1938 Asilomar Con- by who are doing the cheating.' of twenty or more competitors.
5
songs.
Effie
Calderwood
made
•
day
pulling
up
handfulls
of
this trip the springvacation route
Wet-R* '
Eyes."
"All organizations on the cam- Pulich had about the same num
year.
her report on the Convention of ference, will address the next genis saying, 'I want to be
will
be
very
much
improved.
Many
Monday from 1:30 to 2:00 Dr,
o
Christiana Youth held at Colfax eral meeting of the Student Chris- pUS should feel obligated to turn ber of opponents in Impromptu
points
of
interest,
heretofore
uny"
Knoles will continue with his
tian Association to be held at 8 in(,0 the 'beef box' any informa- speaking.
jr own Bill Biddick licked "World Today."
visited, will be incuded on the the first week In November. Plans
m. Monday in the S. C. A. tion obtained about classes in CONVENTION
are now under way for a fresh
! in the final round, bringing
program.
The
cra^r
at
Mono
Tuesday from 2:00 to 2:15
which cheating occurs. Teachers
Immediately following the tour
the house with his agile Sports Review will be introduced
Lake, the mountair, of volcanic man skating party December 9, Rooms.
Dr. Muilenberg, a professor at aware of cheating in classes nament, Dr. and Mrs. Roy C. Mcunder
the
direction
of
Allen
tation. A Denver University with Bill Becker. Also on Tues
glass, a sixty-five dot artesian
the Pacific School of Religion, is should notify the Student Affairs Call attended the Western Asso
discarded his assigned sub- day at 4:15 Pacific Musical will
well will be among he added at Breed, recreational chairman.
one of the best-known speakers in Committee and a representative ciation of
Speech Convention
o
to ask for cheers for all the be heard. This is put on by the
tractions. This lat trip was
his field. Immediately after his wjji appea.r before the class and which was held in Seattle. The
taament directors. They were students and faculty members of
A wooden puppet will take the noteworthy because of the un STOCKTON WRITERS* CLUB
talk, a questioning period will be seek a means to put a stop to most enjoyable event of the con
, n with a will.
Miss Rosalie Moore of Berkeley held, together with general dis- the cheating," he said,
the conservatory for the first time lead in the forthcoming Studio usually low temperatre in Death
vention, according to Mrs. McValley.
In
fact
the
m'mbers
were
0$ jddick replied with, "Shucks, this season.
Theatre production, "Pinnocchio,
will read her prize-winning play cussibn and refreshments.
To remedy smoking on the cam- Call, was the night devoted to
e
;.|ws, lf I only knew who the
"Book Review," another new which will open Thursday night, especially glad to get back from at the meeting of the Stockton
Many activities are taking place pUSi the committee will put out University of Washington drama
.t r jt
J
fes were I'd have you get iip program featuring Bobbin Gay Dec. 8 under the direction of the below freezing wether to the Writers' Club next Monday eve In the Student Christian Associa- blotters containing slogans to re- in the Repertory Theatre.
i*
clap for them, too.'
ning.
bit"
Peck will go on at 10:15 Wed Verna Dunstan. The famous old ideal climate of Stoclton.
tion these days. Besides the usual mind the students not to smoke,
It is expected that next year's
is conclusion goes for us, nesday. From 1:00 to 1:15 on Wed favorite of all children will be
meetings and gatherings, break- The blotters will be placed In convention will be held in Cali
iak, break, break on thy cold nesday will be Thurston's Col presented with all the fantastic
fasts have also taken their place | blue books.
fornia, probably in either San
yVool es, oh sea. And say, you guys, legiate Hi-Lights. 2:00 to 2:15 also whimsicality that' the imagination
In college life.
Francisco or Los Angeles. A for
n I sit down, please try to on Wednesday will be "Pacific can
conceive.
Comparable
to
;CY
Another breakfast was held two |
ensic tournament is planned for
h at me."
"Peter Pan" in its delightful
weeks ago for the Finance Commit
that meeting, as Is the custom of
Personality."
Haif
tee. It was reported that the total I
the convention.
Thursday at 1:45 Pacific Sym escape from reality, the same
. oacs
., >,.»
stable Quote . . •
pledges and gifts to date amounted
Next major tournament for
* r far
judgments are so liable to posium will consist of Carl Full mood has been carried out by Bob
Mrs. Herbert Hoover vu be the^will start at approximately 9 to $338.62. The goal of $400 has
members of the PSA will be the
•' nfluenced by many considera er's round table discussion on Bastian, who is designing the light
r
guest speaker at the formal dedi o'clock, or immediately following not yet been reached, but it is ex- I Students of the College of the annual Linfield- Invitational, at
te
which, almost without our the statement: Resolved that the stylized scenes.
There will be two evening per cation of Pacific's neu library the formal dedication exercises. pected to be attained in the near I pacjf|c an dStockton Junior Col- McMinnville, Oregon, ln February.
ij 3' ying it, are unfair, that it is United States Supreme Court
The dedication itself will be future. Reports were also given on jPge j0ined with undergraduates
o
nigl ^
Psary to keep a guard upon should decide the constitutionality formances on Thursday and Sat next Tuesday
evenini at 8
held in the College of the Pacific the progress of the faculty fi- from coast f0 coast last Tuesday
—Arthur
Clennan,
from of all Federal legislation before urday starting at 8:00 sharp, and
o'clock.
Auditorium in the Conservatory nance drive. Chairman Irving jn (,he celebration of the week
,|les Dickens' novel,
"Little such legislation is put into ef two matinee performances Friday
The subject for Mrs. (oover's building. The public is, of course Grubbs expressed his gratitude to I se^ agide each November by the
and Saturday with the curtain at
fect.
Fuller
will
be
assisted
by
ItMartin Pulich and John Fanuc- 3:00 o'clock. Admission will be address is unknown at pre3 time, cordially invited to join students everyone for their continued serv- world Student Christian Federabut will undoubtedly be printed and faculty members in the for ices while he was in Chicago.
twenty-five cents.
tion to honor the Christian work
chi.
in the local newspapers, ^-presi mal commemoration of the open
o
The
Deputations
Committee being done in other countries,
Last Thursday's Symposium re
"Europe Today" will be the topic
dent Hoover has become better ing of Pacific's newest innova went to Escalon Sunday, Nov.
Following the theme designed of Dr. Tully Knoles, president "f
leased
the
e x t e m p o r aneous
known
as
a
speaker
duriir
the
tion.
20, to take over the services of 1promote thoughts of world fel- the College of the Pacific, who
speeches given at Tacoma Western
past few years than he ipg as
Immediately preceding the serv the Young People's Group of the lowship and brotherhood among will speak to the California Press
Association of Teachers of Speech.
Miss Leila Anderson will be the an occupant of the White t0use. ices, members of the faculty, don First Methodist Church Chairman nations, the chapel program fea- Association at noon today at the
tsearch As a Governmental The first was Gregg Phifer on
speaker at a general assembly His wife is also a well-t,own ors, and heads of college li in charge is Alice Hall. Her gen- fured meditations concerning pres- St. Francis Hotel.
"German
Expansion
Eastward.
ty," will be the subject of
speaker. This will be her first braries from all over the state, as eral topic has not as yet been de- ent religious situations in China,
Dr. Knoles plans to address the
,essor B. G. Wood's lpcture Second, Martin Pulich, "Visit of next Tuesday during the regular
cided. Music and discussions round Japan, Germany and the United Bay Section of the Business and
England's King to the United chapel period. All senior college appearance on College of th\ pa well as the chief members of 1
Wednesday evening,
brary staffs from adjacent cities out the program. The minister of states, presented by Wilbur 'Choy, Professional Women's Club at the
students will be required to at cific platforms.
second speaker on the Pa- States." Third, Erwin Farley, "Yel
Immediately after Mrs. Ho6 er's have been invited to attend the this church is Rev. Glen Young, Grace Kanada, Christina Vanden Hotel Clark in Stockton at 1
tend an assembly on Thursday as
Lecture Series is a pro- low Flags of Speech." And fourth,
well. Dr. Knoles will address the talk, a reception and open hUse dedication dinner to be held, at
who graduated from C. O. P. a Akker, Earl Harvey and Ells- p. m. Sunday afternoon at a
.r of engineering at the Uni- Doris Hancock, "Republican Preswill be held in the library, 'his o'clock.
few years ago.
J worth Lewis.
group.
luncheon meeting of the club.
idential Possibilities.
«>y of California.
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THANKSGIVING IS OVER

.....

WE MUST CULTIVATE OUR GARDEN

but it isn't too late to look around a bit and count
a few of the blessings that we, as Pacificites, possess.
The oldest college on the Coast in a setting unsur
passed by any institution, rich in tradition and
achievement; fine modern facilities, including a
brand new library which has become the beauty spot
of the campus; progressive leadership on the part of
administration that is keenly alert, .for the most part,
to the needs of the student body, does everything
within the bounds of common sense find cents to
satisfy the ever-clamoring undergrad . . . thos^e are
just a few of the reasons why Bengal sons have good
reason to be thankful.
On the other hand, there are several things for
which Mr. and Miss C. O. P. are not too grateful, al
though by now they have grown accustomed to ac
cepting them in an inevitable "death and taxes' man
ner. Without enumerating the minor "gifts of Provi
dence," (which, we've been told, iare not exchange
able as are the usual unusual Yuletide neckties) let
it be said here and now that the major halter around
Pacific's neck at present is the athletic clubhouse.
Which is not news. There have been annual edi
torials on this subject for lo, these last five or more
years.
Therefore, we're not raving, ranting or spouting
oil about the matter. The purpose of this is to empha
size a need that is growing more drastic every season,
with the suggestion that the administration look into
the matter at the first possible opportunity. Baxter
Stadium was improved 2000 per cent this year with
the addition of the fine new rest-rooms. Perhaps a
financial arrangement similar to the rest-room set-up
might be feasible in the construction of a new club
Don't get excited, Mr. Dies, the hammer and the sickle are not evidence of
house that would be more in keeping with the ac
knowledged superiority of other campus facilities. subversion but honest tools which we might well employ.
Not only is the building becoming more inadequate
^!ll!ll!llllllll!ll!lll!llllll!lll!ll!l!llll!llll!l!ll!!lllllllll!llll!nill!llll!lllll!IIIIIIIIIII!llllilHI
and rickety each year, but it is also an eyesore on the
campus, resembling nothing so much as Senor Bava's
tool-shed. Tiger footballers, a hardy lot, cognizant
of the necessity of financial stringency at C. O. P.,
PRIMO YOB CONDUCTING
have not been too vociferous in their outbursts against
the status quo. But they do have their ideas on the Attention, living groups, sorori
ties, and fraternities! Have you
subject. That goes for trackmen, too.
1 By "STUB"

THEME AND
VARIATIONS

With the completion of a more-than-moderately
successful football season—on the grid and at the gate
—the administration may be in a position to remedy
the number one wart on Pacific's profile—the club
house. In the meanwhile, couldn't the Ex. Commit
tee of the PSA start the ball a-rolling to * swap the
dilapidated orange and black creation that is choking
the Bengal at the neck now for a new stream-lined
clubhouse that will really make Pacific "the well
dressed campus." Nothing like a new cravat for
Christmas!

ALONG AT LEAST
one line College of the Pacific women have been
licking our men all hollow. Varsity women debaters
have compiled an enviable record of victories in major
tournaments all up and down the Pacific Coast, as
well as one national championship.
Less fortunate thus far have been the men, who
have never won a first place in a major tournament
Sole men's trophy now in the Pacific collection is a
second place trophy won by Louis Sandine in after
dinner speaking last year.
The record of this year's squad with many very
high rankings recorded thus far len.ds hope that the
long drouth is about ended. Let's hope so!—G. P.
EDITOR'S NOTE: All unsigned editorials are
by the Editor. All other editorials contain the
initial of the writer at the end of each, and
are not always to be construed as reflecting
the opinion of the Editor.
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been thinking about a skit for the
Band Frolic? Excluding vacations
January is almost here, so it
means that the time has come
for you Frank Capras, Lloyd Ba
cons, and Selznicks to stavt ap
pointing/ your' prop "men, plan re
hearsals,1 and begin designing
scenes for your dramatic bur
lesques.

HOW IT BEGAN
The idea of this frolic came in
to existence away back in '28
when "Pop" Gordon used a comb
to keep his hair looking slick, and
when the ride across the conti
nent, from Kansas, gave him time
to think about what should con
stitute his first band program at
Pacific. We can thank Providence
that the covered wagon on which
he rode struck a bad bump, just
at his highest point of concentra
tion, and as a result, out popped
the idea of the Band Frolic. It
was lucky for us that Mr. Gordon
decided to come to Pacific at that
time, because he would have had
to walk
the
following year.
(Didn't we all-?)
It was early in January and
the date for the first Band Frolic
had finally arrived. The curtain
opened, and there on the stage
were seated twenty-eight nervous
musicians. After a brief silence
Mr. Gordon came out and took
his place on the podium. The
audience was so amazed that the
only movement or sound which
could be heard were the bass
player's nervous knees. The con
cert finally got under way, and
good interpretations
of
band
musio were given during the pro
gram.
After the band concert there
was a short intermission followed
by an announcement concerning
the acts which were to follow. A
bass solo, ro^e tricks, and
trumpet duet completed the acts
for the evening, bringing to
close the first Band Frolic.
There came a tremendous ap
plause from the audience. A voice
was heard: "Bravo! Bravo!" It
was a marvelous concert and the
acts were tops, but, he added,
am glad its over because I want
to sweep out the place."
NO S. R. O.
Throughout the nine long years
of band frolicking, the band and
audience have become so large
that the janitor has found him
self outside looking in, due to
lack of standing room, and has
had to wait till morning to sweep
The skits last year were so well
done that the judges had to bump
their heads together to choose the
winner.
With these results in mind, this
year's band frolic will without
doubt be the best ever. If you are
still in doubt, just ask the man
who attended last year. Better get
ready for it now.
o
More than 500,000 copies of
specially prepared edition of the
Gospel of John have been dis
tributed to U., S. college and Uni
versity students by Wheaton Col
lege's Scripture Distribution Society.

BACKSTAGE

SiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiininiiitniiuiitiiiHtiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
RADIO STUBBLE
Bing Crosby, who recently
placed first in our oVn Radio
Poll, as the most populir vocalist
on the air, wrote me ai swell let
ter this ]veek. He thanked the
students for being s!o "kind' to
him in the poll. He abo congratlated the work of oar "Bengal
Tigers" at Chicago. (Thanks a
lot, Bing.) It only gtes to show
By THURSTON
that Bing is interests! in others.
For all you out - of - towners,
Doug Montell, who (poke at the
Backstage, this week, gives you a recent assembly-rally, is an old
preview of shows from here and KLX sidekick of otrs, certainly
there. The University of Nevada has climbed the ladcfer of success.
calls in the homicide squad for He's the leading Siortcaster for
Murder in the "Cathedral." Chico the Associated Oil Co., on the
State forgets Romeo and says coast, now.
'There's Always a Juliet." Uni
We understand tlat most of the
versity of California (Cal looks big radio bands to!ay are led by
funny written out, doesn't it?) is maestri who ones had campus
doing "S. S. Tenacity," which re bands. Some of bent are as fol
minds us of an "S. S. Happiness." lows: Hal Kemp, Skinner Ennis,
San Mateo J. C. will be looking Jan Garber, are all from U. of
at that "Three Cornered Moon" North Carolina; Horace Hedit,
(Hello! you Stockton Hi Grads). California; Bunn; Berrigan, Wis
Oh! S. H. S. is presenting "A consin; Bob Cosby, Gonzaga;
Murder Has Been Arranged," and Ted Weems, U. of Penn.; Fred
Pacific is in the middle of "Lil- Waring, Penn Stite; Sammy Kaye,
iom." And yours truly is in the Ohio U.; Herbie Kay, Northwest
middle of Backstage. I hope.
ern; Rudy Valle and Ben Cutler,
Just a word about "Aaron Yale; Shep Felds, St. John's;
Slick from Punkin Crick." How Eddie Duchin, Mass. State; KAY
did you like our boy Cossitt in Kyser, also of (J. of North Caro
his first (and last, according to lina, and Johrny Green attended
Doug) show? Not bad, eh, what? Harvard. Keej at it, Sapiro!
In fact, the whole show was a
Rossi Reynods has been very
bit of O. K. Congrats, Latta kind to your adio editor, by In
Ross. (He directed the show.)
cluding variow items concerning
If you didn't see "Liliom" last this column it his radio chatter
night, be sure' to see it tonight in the Stockton Record. Thanks
or tomorrow night. The moods a lot, Rossi.
of the play change as fast as the
Prof. Heny Welton of the
fleeting look of intelligence on a Pacific Conservatory, is asking his
debutante's face.
So if you've Music Histcy pupils to keep
been saving up for a good cry, track of the radio programs they
just bring along a half-dozen listen to eah week. On Thurs
handkerchiefs.
day they haid in their reports to
Highlights of rehearsals: Max him. Maybi we can get some of
Gobel—"How's My Harem" . .
the reports and put them in the
Max haunts the Green Room column, sometime.
Next week
where he has a favorite chair sur your "Cat's Whisker" editor will
rounded by the fern members of print some schedules of some of
the cast Lucien Scott, "This**!!?* the better ausical and educational
beard . . . Luke coughed the other programs.
Did you hear the Metropolitan
night and his beard flew out in
front of him (what a "shame)— Opera Seles on NBC start last
Bill Nickley, "I've got a cramp.' Saturday ?
Incideniilly, while down in L. A.
Nich stoops over to give charac
terization . . . Bobbin Gay, "I'm we visitei some of the studios in
indecent." Bobbin's shirt was al that setion, namely, KRDK,
KFOX, KFI, and NBC's new
most torn off. Oh, my!
All in all the huge cast and Hollywod Radio City. What a
stage crew, under direction of thrill it vas to visit the new NBC
DeMarcus "Coach" Brown, have stations. If you're ever down
done a swell job and deserve that Wff, drop in.
P. S—Just received a fine
credit for hard long hours of
"thank you" letter from Kay Ky
work.
Listen to this Art Farey, busi ser thii morning. He thanks yo>i
ness manager of the Little Thea for votng his band the most pop
tre, was looking forward to send ular o; the air and his program
ing "George and Margaret," next the scond most popular hour
show, to Oakland to play at the progran, also. We're still waiting
Women's City Club. But alas— to her from Jack Benny. Maybe
the monkey wrench was thrown by n«t week we'll have a tetter
in the works for the women de from him. See you later.—"Stub."
o
cided to produce the same play
this week. Too bad.
So Backstage signs off with the
hope that Bobbin Gay Peck keeps
her shirt on for a while anyway.
o^
Snior college students are reA collection of propaganda peri qu3ted by Miss Potts to study
odicals circulated by the Allies devnstairs in the stacks now that
and the Germans during the th new chairs and tables have
World War has been presented to arlved. This will leave a great
the University of Missouri school dul more room upstairs for the
jhior college students.
of journalism.

Senior College
Siidents Note

f

Alumni Meet
Convenes In
San Francisco

THIS

—BY BASTIAN
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By TWINCHELU
Before there rains upon our
bare heads a torrent of those bo
dacious
brain
busters
known
among other things more potent
in verbosity as finals, this de
partment desires to offer to you
your College Whirl final. The per
fect gcore will indicate that you
are the epitome of "the personal
ity kid" or at worst a reincarna
tion of Lord Chesterfield. If you
get the same score you got on
your last Chem. final, you rate
the classification of 'Social Idiot."
Have at it!
(Score)
1. Do people stare at you
after you say something to
them ?
—3
2. Do you feel like beating
on your chest and screaming
at the top of your lungs after
leaving a sorority tea?
—2
3. Can you listen to some
one talk about something you
don't know anything about
and make them think you
know as much about it as
they do?
+2
4. Do you smile at people
on your way to an eight
o'clock?
+2
5. Can you comment on
Freud in front of a class with
out blushing or winking at
someone?
+3
8. Are you among the first
ten in College to pick up the
latest saying and punctuate
your conversation with the
same?
+1
FIRST FINAL
7. Do you feel like you
have catcher's mitts on your
hands when you stride around
in a soup and fish costume
—2
8. Do you wait for the rest
to start eating first because
you don't know which imple
ment to use?
—1
9. If a boy, do you invari
ably discover an uncomfort
able silence just after you
have returned from the first
date and she leans against
the door saying, "Gee, I had
a swell time?"
—3
10. If a girl, do you invari
ably say: "Gee, I had a swell
time?
—5
11. Do you call up Archania
or Epsilon for a date at the
last minute?
12. Do you bite your finger
nails, twiddle your thumbs,
chew gum, twirl your key
chain, re-curl your hair to
maintain poise?
13. Do you dance every
dance with the same fortunate
(?) man?
—3
14. Do you say, "I was
deekered," or "Just scads?"
15. Do you believe it is pos
sible to study in a Frat
house ?
—2
16. Do you believe it is pos
sible to study in the library? —3
17. Do you believe it is pos
sible to study?
—1
18. Do you believe that so
rority girls are too sophisti
cated, that dorm girls are too
young, and that the gal back
in Fairfield has them
all
beat? (Not a paid ad)
—3
19. Do you go to the Thurs
day night dances just to hear
the music?
—
20. Do you think that Stad
ium Drive is not a through
street?
—2
21. Do you think that the
Levee is there to hold the
river back ?
22. Do you laugh at your
profs jokes?
—3
23. Do you giggle or guf
faw ?
—1
24. Can you tell the same
joke twice when somebody
didn't hear it the first time?
+2
25. Do you
jabber glibly
when you dance to keep your
mind off your feet and your
feet off her mind?
—3
26. Do you think that 276
is an address?
—1
27. Do you bye on your
partner's opening two spade
bid?
28. Do you think this col
umn is good today?
NEWS ITEMS
The busiest man in the world
these windy days is Signor ChooChee, the little man with the
olive oil complexion who looks at
you from the other end of his
Toscano Cigar and says: "La
Peepa." Little Mussolini rakes up
leaves off the lawns. He is
especially busy since he heard
that Tommy Oleata is trying to
take his job away.
o O o
Over on fraternity circle the
large red truck of Starvation &
Stark & Co., may have excited
or at least given a mild impetus
to some curiosity. It seems that
a trio of "Starvation Bob" Stark,
"Hungry Roy" Haney and "Hon-

K

Another big feature on the
year's program of the College of
the Pacific alumni is the "Alumni
College," which takes place De
cember 2, 3 and 4 in San Fran
cisco.
The program will start Friday,
December 2, at 8:15 p. m., with
a faculty recital by Mr. ^Bacon,
Miss Bowerman and Mr. Brown.
The speakers on the December 3
program will be Dr. Tully C.
Knoles, Dr. Harold Jacoby and
Dr. G. A. Werner.
,
The alumni banquet will take
place Saturday evening with Dr.
M,alcolm Eiselen speaking on "Our
Permanent Wave of Crime." Dr.
Werner will speak in the pulpit
of the First Methodist Church on
Sunday morning.
The affair will take place at the
Clay Street Church, and all Col
lege of the Pacific, San Francisco
and East Bay Alumni and their
friends are cordially ipvited.
This "Alumni College" has be
come an annual affair and is for
the purpose of "educating" C. O.
P. alumni, both on College and
outside affairs.
O—i

Lamb Elected J. C,
Honor Society
President

Stockton Junior College's local
chapter of Alpha Gamma Sigma,
state-wide junior college honor so
ciety, received its charter at the
initial meeting, November 28, in
the S. C. A. rooms.
Norman
Lamb, sophomore student from
San Jose, was elected president
of the local organization, and
Christipa Vanden Akker, Rippon,
elected secretary-treasurer.
Members of the Psi chapter
from Placer Junior College, who
assisted in the initial meeting,
were: Dean W. E. Olson, Richard
French, Ralph Mallery, Elmer
Peters, and Jack Yokote. The re
cently-approved constitution was
read, and Ruth LombardI and
Tom French were appointed to
meet with Miss Marie Brenlman,
one of the faculty sponsors, to de
termine those eligible for active
and associate membership. Tem
porary membership is open to
those J. C. students who have
achieved a 2.3 grade point in 60
units of college work, exclusive of
physical education. Life member
ship is automatically conferred
upon those students who have
maintained a 2.7 grade point.
The next meeting of the local
chapter of Alpha Gamma Sigma
is scheduled for December 8, im
mediately after assembly.

Allen Breed Heads
Arrangements For
Frosh Club Frolic
Tonight is the date for the big
Frosh Club skating party to be
held at the Merry Garden Roller
Rink on Wilson Way.
The party is planned to last
from 10 to 12 o'clock. Allen
Breed, recreational chairman of
the club, is in charge of arrange
ments, and he promises an eve
ning of fun And entertainment.
Tickets may be purchased for
twenty-five cents from any of the
following students: Allen Breed,
Marjorie McDonald, Betty Pellaton, Yoyle Miller and Jessie Hannay.
Put on your slacks or old
clothes and come out tonight for
the Frosh-Soph Frolic.
o
*

Geology Students
Visit Coral Hollow

Well, gang, it's time to the groove again. Seems
the jive gets mellower evei
and we've had a long layo
get on the beat!
'

SIDE-LICKS
Probably very few of yo •'
that Ella Fitzgerald is
Webb's foster-daughter ashis ace vocalist. Ella is t
der 21, and well—there's J
like keeping talent in the
is there, Chick?
There's a rumor going
to the effect that Clyde .
was seriously injured di
theatre appearance, wh«
roosters followed him out
stage entrance and almost
him to death!
M
Skeets Herfurth is gettir
billing with Edythe Wrij
Jack Leonard in Tommy f 0ig
band as a result of his c!
Incidentally, we're getting
tired of their heating 'roi
njuiberry bush. After all, " .
epough's enough.
It looks like Gene Km'
be barnstorming up this j#®1"1'1"
fore very long. Here's ho:
doesn't jump right back
the conclusion of his Palo
gagement. The band soun
over the air, and, while t
it, cats, get a load of
colored entertainer, Leo
"
That guy's the finest scat
we've ever heard.

r

i

WAXIN' A FEW
'•mjh shoui J
Discs are plentiful, so 1
Brunswick is reissuing
....
platter of "In a Mist"—"E
the Octopus" by the Red
quartet, featuring Red
xylophone, Benny Goodmai
clarinet, the late Dick Bj
ough on guitar, and Arti'
stein on bass. "Big Foot J*1 ! :'
"Five Point Blues" by Be
by's Bobcats finds «om»'ia
double melody work on tli'
by the inimitable Bob Zul
some really celling trump
on the "... Blues" b
Lawson, who's with BenpJ^ "J"' " '
man at the present slttir
is on Decca.
'I
Tommy Dorsey's "Ligl
Politely"—"Washboard Bl>
Former has some nlcs pi
in the relaxed Dixieland
Howard
Smith . . . 1
trombone work is sharp
reverse.
Your Cutter wishes thi
would hurry up and recoi'
more of Jimmy Lunoefori
He hasn't recorded for
and there is a definite ii
in anyone's record librar
Lunceford Isn't around.
SHAW ENOUGH!
Artie Shaw's new i
mercial will probably
Bluebird having him cut
ber of new discus—whic
doing all of us a big favi
should be allowed to
twelve inch platter of
cause he has probably tl
relaxed blues style
band today.
There's still plenty of
talk over, but let's wait
next session. Cutter's g.
and listen to stacks of t.
ords and send out the nc
hounds for some really
stuff.

DR. EISELE
GAG O'
THE WEE

To Corral Hollow will go the
Geology' students on their third
field trip next Saturday. Leaving
at 8:30 they will view the topo
Football a la King
graphic features of the area and
observe one of the plants of the King Arthur, bold, once
West Coast Aggragates Company.
Or eo the bards reco
An old lime kiln and an aban A mighty band of warri
doned limestone mine will also be
About his training
on the program for the day.
Sir Bedlvere at quarter;
Sir Lancelot at end;
est Heinie" Dieckmann saw the Sir Galahad at fullback,
Who had the strengt
last Edgar Bergen film and de
cided to go in the 'fertile dirt'
business.
The
cow-boys
have Well might the foemen
As on the field they'
seemingly built up A thriving
business but with the cleverness The tackles weighed eight
The center, half a tol
of all morose feather merchants
they reply to queries about busi Well might the foemen t:
And call on aid divin
ness with the graphic statement,
When Galahad the mightj;
"It stinks."
Came ripping through
o O o
Then there's the little story of
3
one of our own boys, little "Chop E!en to this day, the pf<4
^$
Of Arthur is renow%
per" Roy Cooper. It seems "Lit
tle Chopper" spilled the beans the While Tristram was a d<
When came to gaining
other day as he looked pensively
out of a window and announced And when this band of cb
Were threatened with!
his matrimonial intentions. In or
der not to frighten any local per- While Merlin cast enchan
They'ed sneak the b:
suers or refugees, it might be well
Next week: Football a
to tell about the little Glendale
blonde who was r week-end guest mouth Rock.
o
of Ruth Haney last week—well,
she doesn't know a thing about
Northwestern University
it- but we're having fun.
M. C. Carlson for four yi
So that's twenty-nine for today, experimented with raising^
soaks. That word Thirty along in bottles on diets vary!
with Thursday et al., is a forbid carrots, beets and tobacco
den word since the Chico game.
and beef extracts,
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CLUBSf

DRAMA%
MUSICI
BETTY DIXON, Editor

*-.hce this is the Thanksgiving
\on, we'll talk cold turkey and
'< Light down to STUFF N'
>,fter the A1 Davina episode
l* I*, be the big shots will be con
ed that it pays to patronize
e industry. That orchestra
,
d go in the grain business—
,; ad enough corn, anyhow.
>»ER SURPRISES
^ uriel Brown and Bob Wentz,
'Patriquin and Gayle Rawles,
••'bara Caswell and Elton Cen-

JfesT

NUMBER IN
(IBLE TIME
'oris
Armanino.
That
gal
®»in't burn the candle at both
•s, she breaks it in half and
hs it at all four.

Epsilon Girls Rhizite Dance Mothers Club
Entertain
Marks 80th
Holds Party At
Parents
Anniversary
Rhizomia
Civil War days will be the
theme of Rho Lambda Phi's
eightieth anniversary dance being
held at Rhizomia, Friday evening
December 9, from 9 to 1 a. m.
Decorations and costumes will
carry out this theme by repro
ducing the styles and dances used
in the days when the Civil War
was being waged and the house
of Rhizomia supported Lincoln
and the Union cause.
Music for the affair will be
supplied by the combined orches
tras of Herman Sapiro and Bob
McCormick.
In charge of the dance will be
Ed Seville, chairman, Bob Adamina and Bob Wentz.

Rho Lambda Phi Mothers Club
will hold its semi-annual card
party at the fraternity house this
evening at 8 p. m., under the di
rection of Mrs. Klentz, presidentApproximately 20 tables will be
filled for the event Prizes and
refreshments will be featured at
the party.
Officers of the Mother's Club
are as follows: Mrs. Kientz, presi
dent; Mrs. Alma Wilson, vicepresident; Miss Alice McGinnis,
secretary; Mrs. Ida Bainbridge,
treasurer. Proceeds from the card
party will be used for the ad
vantage of the fraternity house.
A literary meeting will be put
on by members of Rho Lambda
Phi for the meeting of the Moth
er's Club which will take place at
Rhizomia, Sunday afternoon, De
cember 4.
Main feature of the meeting
will be a debate upon the subject
of Sunday meals at the house.
Participating in the debate will be
A formal dance to be Christmas Ed Denny and Charles Durham,
in theme will be presented by negative; Ogden Coaley and Jim
Women's Hall Thursday night, De Porter, affirmative.
cember 8, in the Florentine room
of the Clark Hotel from 9:00 to
1:00 a. m.
Herman Sapiro's orchestra will
play for the occasion.
Florence Malik, general chair
man of the dance, has charge of
securing the orchestra. Florence
Malik assisted by Jean Lewis also
has charge of the bids. The com
Saturday evening after the pre
mittee for decorations consisting
of council
members
includes sentation of "Liliom," Epsilon
Elaine Burns, Wilma Swartz, Joan Lambdi Sigma will be the scene
Purchase, Jean Lewis, and Bonnie of a formal reception in honor
of Reba Sinclair and the play
Smith.
cast.
Patronesses for the dance will
Receiving guests will be Alice
include Dr. and Mrs. Waldo, Pro
fessor and Mrs. Gulich, Mr. and Tilton, house president, and Mrs.
Mrs. Nicholson, and Mrs. Anna Ethyl Black, house mother.
The rtoms of the house will be
Grant.
decorated with bouquets of aut
umn flovers in keeping with the
season.
Friends of the cast and school
are corditlly invited to attend the
affair.
Committees for the function are
Program, Merle Morton, Jean
Morall; Re freshments, Lora
Childs, Betty Stone, Peg Corkett,
since the appointment of Trevor
Kay Lund; 'Arrangements, Adrien
Griffiths as general chairman of
Squires, Jan Wright and Comille
the '39 affair. Brother Vinnie Peck
Goff.
has set a high standard in t:he
past.

Women's Hall
To Preside
At Dance

Cast To Be
Honored At
Reception

Thanksgiving Motif
Of Manor Hall
Radio Dance
With a motif of Thanksgiving,
an informal radio dance was held
at Manor Hall November 19.
Mary Taylor, general chairman,
arranged the dance, assisted by
Jean Schooling; decorations, Ruth
Coward; refreshments, Marge Lee;
bids, and Kathryn MacDonald, en
tertainment.
The hostesses and their guests
were: Mildred Baptista, Mick Par
sons, Mary Taylor, Arnold Scott,
Kathryn MacDonald, John McGowen, Polly Parsons, Russ
Achans, Edith Kitter, Dick Ea
ton, May Weigart, Grant Colliver,
Melva Boone, Bob Wilkinson, Dor
othy Kolhn, Glen Shaljan, Laura
Mae Hyde, Bill Fay, Wanda Ger
man, Floyd Hoffman, Jean Drew,
Bill Daw, Elva German, Bob
Davidson, Loraine Dunlap, Pete
Whitaker, Mary Francis Dunlap,
Dale Ross, Eva Montgomery, John
Luicas.
Rosemary Strader, Sam Smith,
Barbara Stewart, Clyde Jones,
Jean Schooling, A1 Irvin, Mary
Stone, Jack Hanner, Aileen Buoy,
Mitchell Hookins, Norma Keeble,
Don Haycock, Ruth Coward, Ray
Harris, Kate Flanigan, and Laren
Handley.

Hall Honors
New HouseMother
Sunday between the hours of
three and five Manor Hall will
be the setting for a tea honoring
the new house mother, Mrs. Mary
Orr.
The Patronesses' Club is in
charge of the arrangements. The
spacious living room of the house
will be furnished with red and
white flowers. Mrs. Riece, Mrs.
Webster, Mrs. Chittenden, and
Mrs. Chaplin will pour from tea
tables which will be decorated
to carry out the general color
scheme.
Committees for the affair in
clude: Invitations, Ruth Johnson,
Melba Jean Loyd; decorations,
Laura May Hyde, Gale Austin,
Elva German, Lorraine Ougsin;
refreshments, Barbara S t u a r t ,
Pauline Crawford, Polly Parsons;
program, Jean McBride, Ruth
Coward, Edith Kitter; clean-up,
Maxine Oliver, Jean Drew and
Jean Schooling.

Dance, Waffle Party
Is Annual Event
At Omega Phi
Marking another annual custom^
at Omega Phi Alpha fraternity an
their guests who will be present
informal dance and waffle party
are Nona Ryder, Ed Yelland, Jac
will be held tomorrow night.
queline Ritchie, Trevor Griffiths,
Radio dancing will be enjoyed Adrian Squires, Art Irish, Bea
from nine until one o'clock and McCarl, Les Knoles, Doris Guernduring the evening waffles will . sey, George Atkins, Mary Bar
be served by members of the new bara Baer, Wes Huddleson, Fran
pledge class in honor of the mem- ces
,
Hull, Phil Starr.
bers.
Barbara La4don, Dick Morrall,
Trevor Griffiths is general chair- Kathryn
I
O'Connor, Doug Nelson,
man of the affair, and he has Roberta Ball, Roy Berry, Janice
chosen Les Jacogson to assist him Morrill, Howard Lewis, Marit
in planning refreshments and Brandstadt, Roger Cross, Jacquie
Stanley Hill to arrange the dec- .Ainstey, Dick Patriquin.
orations. Will Challis will head
Olive Clarke, Bill Dean, Betty
the clean-up committee.
Kirkpatrick, Kenneth Klaas, Jane
Patrons and
patronesses to Abbott,
Bob
Downs,
Bobbie
whom Mrs. Cora Lynch, house- !Squires, A1 Codiga, Pat Seavers,
mother, will be hostess are Miss .Jerry Cicinato, Artelle Baxter, ErOpal Berg, Mr. Robert Fenix, and 'win Farley, Esther Norris, Sam
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Windmlller.
(
Chaney,
Muriel Logerwell and
Members of Omega Phi and Paul
j
Rippon.

Men 'sDorm To
Hold Skating
Party

Former Pacific
Student Weds

The Mgn's Dorm is establishing
a new precedent in the way of
entertainment with the advent of
a skating party bo be held this
evening. John Cox, general chair
man, Sam Chaney and Bill Tol
land have arranged a Dutch
lunch as the refreshing feature of
the entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Bodley, Mr. and
Mrs. Jackson and Dr. and Mrs.
Patten are the guests of the
"Breeden proteges."

Mrs. Eleanor Boothe Bolster,,
formerly Miss Eleanor Claire
Boothe of the College of the Pa
cific, has married Mr. Tom Bol
ster of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Mrs; Bolster was chosen as one
of the twenty-five exchange stu
dents to attend Lingnan Univers
ity for the year 1937-1938. Mr.
Bolster was the exchange student
from the University of Pennsyl
vania. They are now residing in
Ukiah, California.

SIERRA

XMAS GIFTS
Cxftt#r wlihM thfg
hurry up And NM
•f Jimmy Lunctfori
jin't r*c©rd*d f*
i#r+ !• *
I
ro«A'« record HM
Un't irotmd.

ARTHUft BARRY M6R[ STCWART AHNCID
f/ISCHA' AUEP • ANN MILLER
Starting: Time

11:36-2 slO-4:44-7:18-9:52

Powder Boxes
Compacts

I lOl'GH!
J
i dhaw's n«* ^
j will probablf «
rd having him **
9
n«w discus-*®
b " ,l"
k
i
i
o
f
u
s
a
all o*
* i
to allowed ta jj
w «urter of ckef*
<>i
at B».\ Office—Phone
ibiy -9-—Orchestra $1, Dress Circle
j|'» Balcony 50c.

Bracelets

Chas. Haas
& Sons
JEWELERS

PACIFIC AVENUE
COFFEE SHOP

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

'WHERE THE FOOD
13 ALWAYS GOOD'
SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH

and

DINNER

339 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS . . .

GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
CHRISTMAS

VALLEY
FLORAL CO
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 653

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 2013

CARLEEN'S
Home Decorating Studio
We'll Be Seeing You . . .
At the LITTLE THEATRE TONIGHT

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction

REMEMBER

YOUR

PALS

W i t h a Gift from The Sterling
• Sweaters
• Jackets
• Skirts
• Blouses

SPORT SHOP

SECOND FLOOR

Ask for one of the Ster
ling's smart English tweed
jackets for your own Xmas
gift, 5.95 to 8.95.
second floor

at the Wonder
Gift from the Wonder
means more . . .

GIFTS GALORE
for Wives, Sisters, Mothers
Sweethearts

KWG
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday—12 Noon
The Wonder Girl Will Give You Many

Phone 1750

805 Bank of America Bltg,
Stockton, Calif.

The cutest sweaters in
town at the SterlingAngoras, Brushed Wool,
hand knitted and plain
knits, 1.95 to 3.95.
Such novel shirts of plaids
and plain mixed colors,
pleated or gored only 2.95
to 5.95.

And Now for a

Helpful Suggestions for Your Christmas
Shopping at the Wonder

YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM

All Gifts Tastefully Wrapped—Gratis

A GOOD PLACE TO

EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY

STOCKTON

PHONI 3037
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Casaba Practice
Begins Monday
First Game Slated With Alumni
Dec. 10; Laverne Tilt Tentative
"Althoagh IVs P-tty S4°sS',»ll'nA'ni

Francis had to say when asket v» «
hoopsters
Basketball Fan should expect from the Tiger hoopsters
during the next three months o^casaba baiquintet

Ipttgal sports fag?

ALVS
TIGER
TALK

Edited

By Alex Donsker

Grid Career At An End

By ALEX DONSKER

Loop Mixup .......

This whole business of who be
longs in what conference, who's ]
going to play what school where,
will be settled at the F. W. C.
meet In San Francisco next week- I
end.
Although there are only
four schools left in the conference, |
it will probably continue to func
tion.
Also there should be an explana- I
tion of the rumpus that rocked
F. W. C. circles several weeks ]
ag0__the "coach" trouble on the
U. of Nevada campus. The Wolves I
have yet to make clear what they
expect to do concerning a new
coaching staff. They are still in
the F. W. C. loop, having never |
officially withdrawn.

Tigers Win Over
Chico For Title

Big Turnout
For Jaysee
Hoop Team
, Tigerlets Face Strong
Oakdale High Quintet

Staggmen Have Narr.ow Squeak
Beating Underrated Chico Team

Coach Chris Kjeldson's Jaysee
hoopsters have been hitting the
Staging a brilliant last quarter drive to pA*
ball hard in practice the last two Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg's College of Pacific 1
weeks in preparing for their first ran up a 20 to 13 victory over the Chico State WO,
tilt with the Oakdale High casaba
last Thursday afternoon at Chico to wind up thei .
,
shooters on the local court in the
.1*
Western
Conference
with
an
unblemished
recort
preliminary to the Alumni-Varsity
championship.
•
. fr , T»'
game December 10.
Unable to kindle their high
Nearly 40 men answered Kjeld
K. <
son's first call for practice, al scoring grid machine to the usual
though the squad has now been pace, the Tigers found the Wild
cats one of their toughest oppo
narrowed down to 28 players.
With this great wealth of ma nents of the '38 grid season. The
terial to select from, the Tiger Staggmen were complete masters
lets' chances of having a success of the situation throughout the
The University of Chicag.
ful season seem very bright, al entire affair but they lacked that
one of football's greatest Ljl '
extra
punch
when
they
neared
the
though it is much too early in
may be nearing the end of L r
goal line.
the season to pass judgment.
Pacific's first score came late in tercollegiate gridiron roadLll '
From the large turnout, Ste
With a record of only o: phens and Davies seem to be the the opening quarter, with Bob
c
leading contenders for the center Kientz, Joe Siegfried and Bob Ten victory in the last thf(t»
position, both boys showing great Adamina packing the ball over on sons and only one win ir
ability. Genetti, Mitter, Warner a series of deceptive line plays. games through the compai .
and Rogers are battling it out for The invading Bengals took ad easy 1938 schedule, Chlcjjl"
the forward spots, while Monagan, vantage of a Chico fumble on the taking steps to further I ,Ijcb
Singleton, Woodrum and Livie are Wildcats' twelve-yard line for the Maroon program as tl
Jack way out of a gloomy sit-.u
the leading contenders for the their second touchdown.
Tulloch, Tiger lineman, recovered
guard spots.
In an editorial in the Dl%41
A short scrimmage was held the Wildcats' fumble and from roon, student
newspaper
early this week with the boys out there on it was smooth sailing drive first began to gain si":'
to strut their stuff before the for the Orange and Black war the paper asserted that th«;? ,
eagle eye of Kjeldson. The casaba riors.
tion of football "appears .l»r'
slingers showed up fairly well, al WILDCATS STRONG
wise course."
IRWIN GRUBBS, stalwart Tiger tackle, played his though still a little rusty In sev Coming back with an amazing
Chicago,
which defeat* .JJ
]ast game for the Orange and Black last night against eral departments of play.
o f f e n s i v e a t t a c k , t h e S t a t e r s Pauw this season, last |P .
After the Oakdale clash the caught Pacific napping and scored Western Conference title i
the San Diego Marines. He will he sorely missed in the Tigerlets
take on Pittsburg Hi on
forward wall where his aggresiveness was one of the December 14 and meet the Marin a pair of touchdowns to even the Since that time football fi
of the Maroons, who onLegf
tally at 13 all.
highlights in the Bengal line,
Jaysee quintet on the sixteenth.
It wasn't until the closing min duced such greats as Frif
These games will all be played on utes of play that the Tiger grid- ler, Walt Eckersall, and -n
the local court.
men found themselves and started cently Jay Berwanger, ha
_o
on the march to victory and the clined steadily.

U. Chicago Ma
Abandon Grid
Contests

will be formed by returning veterans from last year's squad.
Hugh McWilliams, Bob Adamina,
Earl Dahl, Pat Dunlap, Ed Koehler and Paul Rippon are the returning members.
The Frosh squad of last year
After
Interviewing
Coaches •will send up several players who
Jackson and Kjeldson, the follow may prove of value to the Franing bits of
information
were cismen, and along ' with several
gleaned concerning the Tigerlets good Jaysee transfers, including
for their activities during their Walt Kelly, flashy forward from
Baloney
'38 grid campaign.^
Santa Ana, the Bengals should
The report of a new Intercol
The team showed some very have a well-rounded outfit.
legiate football c o n f e r e n c e inl
Official practice begins next N o r t h e r n C a l i f o r n i a , I n c l u d i n g
good prospects, although they nev
er really shifted into high gear Monday afternoon with over twen such schools as the Cal Aggies,
until the middle of the season. ty men expected to turn out, al Chlco, and the Junior Colleges of
Their last game with the Cal though the hoopsters have been San Francisco, San Mateo, Sacra
Aggie Frosh showed that they going through light drills twice mento and Modesto seems to have
have some men on their eleven a week for the past several weeks been a pipe dream of somebody or
who will make good varsity ma in preparation for their first tilt other. The representatives of sev
with the Alumni quintet on De eral of these schools were ap
terial for next year.
proached, and none of them knew
Willie Bayarsky was ineligible cember 10.
A contest has also tentatively anything about It, except what
because he was a transfer from
another school ... he cavorted at been set with Laverne College on they had read in the pape™1
the left guard position, and was the local court for December 16.
The Tigers play in two separate seWeTouHn3
by pSg
exceptionally good on defensive
basketball
leagues,
the
Northern
grid
teams
before
the
game is
work . . . Johnny Camicia was
California Intercollegiate Basket played, but here's something new j
the outstanding passer
on the
ball Loop and the Far Western in the way of pigskin selections:
squad ... he is rather small for
Conference. Last season the Ben
This department is picking the
the varsity, although he should
gals dropped eight straight games winner of the Tiger-Marine game
not have much trouble making
in the former loop, although they at the time the Weekly goes to
good.
Far Western Conference Title. A
improved as the season progressed press, which Is before the game
Darnell Condon has improved
20-yard pass from Adamina to
and ended up in the runner-up is being played, and yet when
greatly during the last few games
Clem Swagerty put the ball on
position
in
the
F.
W.
C.
you read this (if you do), the
... Des Dow has played a con
Chlco's 4-yard line and from there
o
final score will already be known,
sistently good game of ball . . .
Adamina cracked the line for a
probably making a very, big suck
Bob Evans, Bill Johndbn, James BLOOD COUNTS TAKEN
score on two plays.
Blood counts are being taken In er out of ye sports editor.
Bird and Bill Livie were all on
Anyhow, here goes . . . The
By virtue of their win in the TIGERS SLIP
about a par for the guard posi Miss Weins 8 o'clock nutrition
Giving all due credit to the hard
tennis matches and the addition
tions, showing great talent for class this week to determine Marines, by a touchdown! Ouch!
Once upon a time upon an early+er listening to Stagg's Instructheir
size . . . Holton
was whether the girls are anemic and
of championship points, the Man playing performance Chico turned
autumn evening on the College of tions.
in it was still evident that the
hether they have enough hemo Lieb Out
changed from an end to the full
"It's a spy," cried out young or team, with a total of 119, has
Tom Lieb, for nine years head
Orange and Black have slipped
back spot, where his defensive globin in their blood cells.
Pacific campus Coach Amos Alonhero, and along with Asi. Coach forged into the lead in the intra
football mentor at Loyola U. reback into their early season
work and passing brought him
The demonstrations are being signed from his position in the zo Stagg and his football team
mural
competition.
Ralph Francis sped after this vilslump. Just what brought on this
much praise.
made to show the girls how this
The
Town
Club,
although
having
wake of mounting criticism by were practicing in preparation for lianous spy, but to no avail. The
sudden slump can not be def
Bob Ijams was out most of the is done, as the majority of the
Loyola alumni groups over the one of the most Important games culjirit had escaped with the val lost several points in the tennis
initely pointed but, however, there
season with an injured ankle, but girls in the class are planning to
matches
on
forfeits,
are
in
second
poor season of the grid squad.
uable information.
are several noticeable points that
showed up well when he did play become nurses.
of their season.
place
with
90
points.
They
were
Last year the Lions dropped seven
From that time on, duiing Ben
The golden California sun had
. . . Leo Johnson played headsof
the
basketball might be causing the Tigers' list
games, while losing four this year, i
,
„„,i gal practice sessions, everybody champions
less style during the past two
, . .
,
, ,
just set behind the mountains and
up football all season . . . Walt so handicapped this year . . . r. ' ,
Lieh. also coached the Ice hockey J
watching practice was closely schedule. The Dorm hoys, also weeks.
Leaderich also shows great prom Kass Rogers experienced his first
darkness was quickly approaching.
having
forfeited
in
tennis,
are
in
team, which In the past few years
•guarded in order that the same
After playing Fresno State, San
Mr. Stagg called his 50 husky
ise . . . must recover from a bad year of football, and did surpris
third place with 66; Rhizomia is
has been one of the strongest in
thing would not occur again.
Jose State and the University of
knee injury . . . Dave Livie did a ingly well. He was the smallest
warriors around him to give them
fourth
with
60,
while
Omega
Phi
the
Far
West.
Who was this dirty swine, spyChicago in ordej, Pacific undoubt
nice job of signal calling for the but fastest man on the Cub squad
last minute instructions for their
A team can't win all the time. .
ing on our team? Who was the is fifth with 59, and Archania edly looked down upon the Cal
Cubs, calling the right plays at . . . A1 Siveira will be one of the
bl
trails with 47 points.
One has to be the winner and the
S S^rne.
louse that ,lad
so
mlch guts?
boys to watch on Coach Stagg's
Aggies «and Chico as setups to be
the right time.
Although several events have
The sooner I
„
.
Whv thev hang people for less
taken • in easy stride. They were
Art Paulson was heralded as one eleven next year ... is a very other the loser.
to insure T victory than that! We ought U protest to been run off In the Sigma Delta
eiups all right, but Chico almost
of the best prospects of the year good place-kicker and will bear a alumni groups begin to realize
the be*., «
J—' ZJZSTZJi ITZ someone, bu.
Know Psi competition, no points have threw the over-confident Bengals
but because of injuries he was al- lot of watching.
football will be.
been recorded as each team must right out of the championship last
tills huddled group of players and why? Well, 111 tell you .. . •
Just Stuff
coaches marched one lonely, soli- CAUSE THIS CTORWI. W . have ten members. Sigma Delta week.
The Tfger gridders took quite tary figure, listening Intently to NONE OTHER THAN THE
The Tigers first started showing
- Psi will start with the termina
a panning from sports writers be whit ™ being said.
CIFIC WEEKLY SIORTS KDL tion of football as several varsity signs of a let down in their last
cause of the type of game they
Suddenly this "man of mystery" TOR. Just an innocmt bystande. men will compete in this sec
played against the Chico State walked away from the huddle, watching the Tigers go through tion.
Wildcats . , . Our guess is that walking faster and faster, finally their paces. He was late for supDuke will take U. S. C. in the running at top speed to Ids park- per, thus the hum in getting
Meet Your Friends at
Rose Bowl.
ed automobile. He hopped in his away from the Practice,
Regular varsity basketball prao- lizzie and was away before you
We might add tlat the Tiger
THE MILKY WAY
tlce begins next week . . . Coach could sav "Coach Amos Alonzo coaching staff knev all the time
Francis has dug up a nice oppo Stagg and his 49'ers."
who the "spy" vas, hut they
nent for the Bengal quintet when
The Home of the
Now the story thickens. From thought if the teim
reaUy bethey tangle with Stanford at Palo this group of huddled men, there lieved that they lad been spied
FROZEN MILK
Alto on January 28 . . . The Ben emerged one, Johnny Cecldid, who on, they would ffelH that much
gals play seventeen conference
SHAKE
always on the alert, noted this harder to win.
games within a period of two
strange figure hurrying away aftP. S. We lost, B-6.
months . . . which happens to be
quite a lot of basketball in any
league.
2305 Pacific Avenue
Coach Chris Kjeldson is also re
WAFFLES FROZEN ORANGE
ported to have a wealth of ma
terial and should produce a squad
comparable to his '36 quintet that
mopped up all the competition
•&TYLE MTORt rORmMCN •
Ten Bengal varsity members
they could find.

Cub Gridders
Surveyed

Football Expose!
Grid Spy Found

S^anor Holds Lead
In Intramural
Competition

Attendance hit a new 1c
season. The "top" was aboj
paid for the Chicago-Pacifij.. *t
a few weeks ago.
Recently the U. of Illlra
pended gridiron relation!
Chicago for 1940.
f hv; j
home game two weeks ago Lor
the weak Invading Aggie
Despite the fact that th| .
score read 34 to 6 In fa;-'
Pacific, they looked ratlieC'
gish and flashed top fffleir
spurts here and there.
pa,
Another reason for the ,f
wall's lack of fire and sL probably due to the absa.- .
Bill Becker, who broke hi%in
the Cal Aggie game and ^ c
out of sports for the restL,
season. Becker has been t.
the mainstays on the frot
defense all season and tl ,
no doubt that Ralph B. I,
feels the loss.
Recent excavations hai
vealed that the new can#
Colby College was once th*
of a prehistoric sea.

4*

Go Home for
the Holidays

Ten Gridders
In Final Tilt

played their last game of inter

o

Race Postponed

collegiate football, and their last
gdme under the Orange and Black

Mick Parsons
May Enter
Athletic Frat

Mick Parsons; C. O. P. alumnus
an(j

former

bisketball star, has

banner last night agaihst the San passed all reqUrements for memThe cross-country race has again
Diego Marines.
bership in tie Sigma Delta Psi
been postponed. Mr. Jackson gave
The graduating seniors who will excepting the swim; when this Is
as a reason for this, the lack of
interest shown on the part of the be sorely missed when grid war- accomplished, he will be the first
students. "Unless more people turn fare time rolls around next year fr0m Pacific :o become a member
out," he Said, "the event will he
linesmen—A1 Codiga, end; |of this natioial club.
definitely cancelled!"
Three others are within easy
Ed Koehler, center; Milt Greendistance of becoming members.
blatt, guard; Irvin Grubbs, tackle Cordner Nelsm, who has one vars
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
and Clem Swagerty, end
ity letter wHch he may substitute
Backs
include—Dick
Bentley, I for an evrnt, has only three
BOB'S
Emrys "Butch" Lloyd, Joe Sieg- events not jassed, the hand spring,
fried, Ralph Trembley and Roy | the hand stand and the rope
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
climb.
H<ward Hanshrow has
Cooper.
ON PACIFIC AVE.
three, the high jump, the swim,
and the f<otball punt. Max Mc
Donnell aio has three, the hand
stand, th< swim, and the high
jump.
The later three will probably
be the fi'st C. O. P. students to
pass all requirements while they
are still In school.

Meet The

MILKY

WAY

YDSI BROS,

Buy HIS Gift
at a Man's Store

STOCKTON'S

STORE

for

MEN

is

•STYLE STORE fOfiwM£N«
320

MAIN ST.

College of Pacific Students
now work at Yost Bros.

100% VIRGIN WOOL

PULLOVER
350
Smart looking? Exceptionally so! But what
impresses you equally are the eye-pleasing
. colors of Lanin and Hunter Green, Camel,
Maroon, Arosa and Olympic Blue. Knitted
by Thermo in the popular V-neck style.

BRM) 6 MckEEGAN
for men _ for boys

313-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

BOBBINN
Fountain—Curb Service
On El Dorado

CONGRATULATION S ICR
SUCCESSFUL SEASON

PAT MIRAGLIO'S
MOTOR SERVICE

2405 Pacific Ave.
Russ
Pat Miraglio
Fred Bonnifleld

Altkcn

For better business positions

CLOWES' DAIRY
Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products
Farm
West's Lane

HUMPHREYS
(Since 1896)

School of Business
Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton ,

Forty -Nine Drug Co.

Phone

Main and El Dorado, Ph. 18411
Poplar and Yoaemlte. Ph. 8140

1261

Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

Believe It or Not
Christmas is almost here! See us NOW
for Greeting Cards, and Gifts for your
friends. . .. The college jewelry, stationery,
fountain pens, pennants . . . Christmas
wraps, seals and tags. . . . Also remember,
we will be glad to handle your Magazine
Subscriptions.

College Book Store
"On the Campus, for You"

Special Student Fares1

SPECIALTY

Gang
AT

U*
»>:ty Ghos'
3# of the "F!
-ol one mo
-Hint on th
pc Campus. (|
you can I
j"# edifice ir

to Pacific Coast Points c

*

is;

'• it

They're coming again this year: special student fares fo:
the Christmas Holidays... on sale to all points on
Pacific Coast. Leave when school closes. Liberal returt
fc
limit. Ask your nearest S. P. agent or representative
details and then TRY THE TRAIN. Speed home ii
style—safely, comfortably.

rtu.
ttr

. •

lS e!lfal-

Low Fares East, loo
Our regular round trip fares to all Eastern points are verj
low this winter. And you have a wide choice of route: ^
and trains from which to choose. For example, ride on<
r
1 . • .. _ _1 iku "Ml*
of our fast, comfortable, economy trains for chair cai j ,
and tourist passengers exclusively. 25^-30^-35<? meals^,; 1

Bargain One-way Fares io all Points,

Southern Pacific
A. Tandrow

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Phone 40

YOLLANDI
& FUEL CO . ,
INCORPORATED

Telephone 5100
Stockton, California
Office:

Miner Avenue at San Joaquin
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